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The Mantei-HaenszeI (NH) procedure attempts to identif y and

quantify differential item performance (item biaS). ThiS paper
summarizes the PH statistics, and identifies the parameters they

estimate; An equivalent procedure based on the Ratch model is
described; The theoretical properties of the two approaches
are compared and shown to require the same assumptions. The
MH procedure is shown to be statistically inferior to the Rasch

procedure.
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Introduction

The identification and quantification of differences in

item performance for contrasting groups of examinees is important

if differences between groups are to be understood, and tests

equivalent for groups are to be designed a d maintained.

Description of the Mantel-Haenszel rocediire

Mantel & Haenszel (1959) discuss several statistical techniques

for determining relative risk of disease occuring 1 ñ individuals

with regard to the presence or absence of other factors. One

approach is to divide the samples under investigation into

diseased and disease-free groups, and then match sub-categories

of these groups according to the presence or absence of factors.

In their discussion of what is now referred to as the

Hantel-Haenszel (NH) procedure, they explain that their

intention is to address the problem of determining Overall

relative risk of disease as a weighted average of the relatiVe

risKs in the presence or absence of various factors, with the

Proviso that factors which affect the risk in an extreme Way are

not encountered.

The NH procedure ha3 since been proposed as an approach to

detecting differences in item performance between groups

differing in some other way.
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After test administration, the fi_-st step of the NH procedure
is to identify two examinee groups. These -ire the rr!ference
group, R, (chosen to provide the standard performance on the
item of interest), and the focal group, F, whose differential
performance, if any, is to be detected and measured. (The

formulation and terminology in this paper come from Holland &
Thayer (1986)). These two groups correspond to the
"disease-free" and "cliseasc...1" groups.

However, there are seldom any clear external categorizing
factors; so implied levels of ability are hypothesized as
factors. The ability range of the groups is usually divided into
three to five intervals; and these interVals are used to match
samples from each group; Matching can be baSed on whatever
information is available, which usually includes examinees'

scores on the test of which the item in question is a part.

For each ability interval, of which there are now K i a 2x2 table
is constructed from the responses by examinees in each sample in
that interval to the target item. This table of responses made
by the two sample groups in the jth ability interval has the
form shown in figure I.

Sampl e Group Right
Ant Wer made:

(i) wrong (o)
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_
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Figure 1. Data for the jth matched set of members Of

R, the reference group; and F. Ui, foCUS group.
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The MH procedUre is based on estimates of the probability of a
member of the reference group in interval j getting the item
right (PR j), or getting it wrong (0170), and similarly for a

member of the focal group (PFJ) and (OFj).

Two statistics are derived from these estimates:

_A1. An estimate, a, of the difference in performancit between the

two groups across all intervals. This is an estimate of the
parameter, a, which will satisfy

(PR J/OR j) = a x (PFJ/OFJ) . J=1:i (1)

This a is that common odds-ratio of the two groups which is
shared by each of the X 2x2 tables.

The MH equation for this performance difference estimator is

= Z(AJDJ/Ti)/E(BJCJ/TJ) , j=t, X (2)

in which a has the range 0 to infinity with no differential
performance (the null value) represented by 1.

A transformation of this statistic is proposed by Holland and
Thayer to create a symmetric scale with null value of zero. This
"delta scale" value is obtained by

A - (4/1; 7) x ln(a) ; (3)
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According to Holland and Thayer, a proper standard error for this
estimate is not yet determined though much work has been done in
this area. They do include an approximation which is dependent
on the number and nature of responses in each ability level and
the size of the a estimate.

2. An estimate of the 3tatistical significancgt of the difference
between the performance levels of reference and sample groups.

This is a chi-square statistic with I degree of freedom, which,

omitting correction for continuity, is

where

and

CHISO = (E(Aj) - E(E(Aj)))2 / E(Var(Aj))

E(A) = NRJMIA/Tj

Var(Aj) = filljNFJM1.1140J/(

The MH procedure and its application to problems in the
medical sphere is further discussed in Pleiss (1973)
pp. i17-118 and Bishop, pienberg, Holland (1975) pp.148-149;

(6)
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What does the MI1 difference statistic_estimate?

The practical application of the Mil procedure requires an
understanding of what these statistics eatimate.

Consider the a estimated by

= M(Ai)/E(BJCJ/T )

This estimates the parameter cc which fulfills

(7)

PRJ/QRJ = cc (PFJ/OFJ) J=1,K (8)

where each J corresponds to an ability level

As the nuMber, X, of ability leveli is arbitrary, if this a is to
have memning beyond the particular matching scheme used, it muSt
be independent of the number of levels chosen. It must also be
independent Of the number of pairs of examinees in each interval.
In particular, it must satisfy the equation when the number of
intervals is construCted tO be the same as the number of pairs of
examinees, with one pair of examinees in each interval.

ConsEquently, refOrmulating and taking logarithms, cc must satisfy

111(a) = ln(PR/OR) ln(Pp/Op) (9)

ler any and all pairs of examinees matched by ability
- 6 of 16 -



Differential item_penfOrMA-nce determined by the Rasch model

The Rasch model hypOthesizes that each examinee has an ability, B;
and each item has a difficulty, D. If there is differential item
performance, the diffidUlty for the reference group DA; will be
different from the diffidulty for the focus group DF

The items on the toSt other than the suspect items can be used to
determine ability ettitaates for the sample members of both
groups, (and item difficulties for all non-suspect items, if
desired); According td patch model specifications;. Procedures
for performing this analytiS Are described in Wright & Stone
(1979).

This analysis yields An Ability estimate b of the ability
parameter B for each examinee in each group on a common interval
scale; Then, by examining performance on the suspect item;
Rasch estimates are obtained for parameters which satisfy;
for each member of the reference sample group,

B - DR = ln(PR/OR ) ; (10)

and; for each member Of the focus sample group,

- DO = 111(PF/42F) . ( 11 )
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Thus, for each pair of examinees who are matched on ability,

D. - DR = ln(PR/OR) 111(PF/QF) = in(a) I ( 12)

which iS the formulation derived above for the ln(oc) MH

parameter. Since the B parameters cancel, this Rasch evaluation
is independent of the distribution of abilities.

AReActi-approximation to the item bias for each interval

The item difficulty of the suspect item for the matched reference
and focus groups in each interval may be estimated by the normal
approximation algorithm (PROX) (Wright & Stone, 1979; Chapter 2);

For the reference group, the algorithm is

dkj = HRJ + XRJ x ln(EVAJ)

With error variance

where

(13)

2Rj X2Rj(Aj+Bj)/AjBj (14)

1-1Rj is the mean ability of the reference group in
interval

XRj is a correction factor for the distribution of
Abilities in interval j,

and where

X2Rj = 1 + s2BRj/2.9 ,

With saBRj as the ability variance of the

reference group in interval J.
- 8 of 16 -
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For the focus group, the algorithm is similarly

dpj = Mpj + Xpj x ln(DJ/Ci) (16)

with error variance
saFj = Xapj(Dj+Cj)/Dj ( 17)

where

ffri is the mean ability of the reference group in
interval j,

Xpj is a correction factor for the distribution of

and where

with

abilities in interval

X2pj = ± + S2Rpj/2.9

as the ability variance of the
focus group in interval J.

So the item bias in interval j can be estimated from

dpj-Hpj dRj-HRj

XRj Xpj

(18)

ln(AJDJ/BjCj) (19)

which is lil(eci) for the inte:,val.

Thus, if kiRj equals tipj (the "matched" groups have equal means)

and XRJ equals XFJ (the "matched" groups have equal variances),

- 9 of 18 -
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then, When matching the jth interval,

111(8(j) (dFj - dRp\XRj (20)

i.e. the fiH bias statistic is equivalent to the difference
between the Rasch difficulty "PROX" estimates of the suspect item

for reference and focus groups, adjusted by the scale coefficent
XR-je.

The standard error of this formulation of ln(aj) is

EF, r(S2R j I. S2F (2 i )

which riecornes, after expansion,

SFRJ = XRj 4"((Aj+13j)/AjBj + (Dj+Cj)/DjCj) (22)

The scale coefficent XRj cancels when the test statistic
for the presence of bias in interval j is formed by

tj ln(AjDj/BjCj)/4-((Aj -)/Aj13.1 + (Dj+Cj)/DjCj) ; (23)

Thus, i the ability distributions in the jth interval of the
reference and focus groups are pproximately normal and "matched",

to the extent that they have equal means and variances; then
the Rasch normal approximation algorithm (PROX) can be used fer
estimating and testing Tor item bias in each interval;
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Generall-across all inmervals with the Rasch approach

When data fit a Rasch model, thFt estimates, dp and dR, become

independent of the ability composition of the reference group and
focus group examinees.

Consequently the comparison of Dp and DR does not require
any matching of ability levels and consequently their estimates
dp and dR can be calculated from all, or any convenient
subset, of the reference and focus groups without intervals or
matching.

The standard errors for dp and dR are well-defined,
and calculated during the estimation procedure as sp a d sR
The standard error of the difference between the difficulty
estimates, which measures the item bias, is

S. E. ( In(&) ) SE. (dr. - dR) = 4(s2F + 32R)

These standard errors depend on the numbers of exaMineeS and

their ability distributions, but are independent of the Size Of
the difference between dp and dR; which determines the a
estimate.

- ii of 16 =
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Comparison of RH and Raschapproaches

The fundamental requirement of the NH procedure is that
the probabilities of success for the reference and focus
groups bear the same relationship across all intervals.

AThis uniformity of relationship is required to calculate the a
estimate. But this calculation requires the imposition of an
arbitrary segmentation and matching scheme on the two groups to
be compared; Consequently, the distribution of abilities,
selection of interval boundaries and the absolute sizes of
reference and focus groups must affect the magnitude of the 'a
How then can this procedure estimate a parameter intended to be
independent of the ability range and sample size?

The Rasch analysis builds on the same assumptions that the NH
procedure implies and requires, but, by utilizing all the
relevant information available from every response by the
reference and focus groups, a Rasch analysis is able to provide

-Aa in(a) estimate of smaller, and better estimable, standard
error, that is independent of both ability distributions.

The Rasch ln(et) estimate is in "logistiG units", logitsi and

the "delta scale", is a proportional adjustment of this logit
scale;

12 Of 16 -
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What does the NH significance statistic estimate?

It is not enough to calculate an a estimate for the performance
difference a between any two groups. We must also evaluate
the statistical significance of this difference. The MH statistic
for this is

CHISO = (E(Aj) - EE(A3)))2 / E(Var(Aj)) , j=i,K (25)

where

E(A) = MRjMij/Tj ,

Var(Aj) = MRj FjMijMoj/(TjTj(Tj-i))

After algebraic manipulation, this becomes

and
(26)

(27)

CHISO = (E((AjDj - BjCj)/Tj))2 / M(Var(A )) , (28)

and further becomes

CHISQ t (E((Aj/NRj)-(Cj/NFj))NRJMFj/Tj)2/2(Var(Aj)) , (29)

but Aj/NRj is an estimate (pRj) of the probability of an
examinee in the reference group getting the item right, similarly
CjiNFj is an estimate of pFj, the probability of an examinee
in the focus group getting the question right.

So, the significance statistic is estimating
CHISO = (n(piti pFJ)IiRjlipj/TJ)2/E(var(A ))

- 13 of 16 -
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Thus the NH significance Statistic is obtained by averaging oVer
different ability levels the difference between the groups of the
probability of obtaining a correct response to the item;
Figure 2 shows 110wi for any item which has any power to
differentiate between high and low ability examinees at all, and
for which the difference parameter a is not null, Pg Po must
appear for different ability levels. Obviously no empirical Mean
value can represent thiS difference uniquely; Its size depends on
the number, width and probability level of the intervals chosen.
Consequently the NH CHISQ is not a stable statistic. If examineeS
are grouped by raw score on the test of which the item in question
was a part, the arbitrary nature Of the intervals may be removed,
but the non=ginear difference shown in figure 2 remains.

abs (P P )

low ability high ability

Figure 2. Difference in the absolute value Of probable response
to a particular item between reference and focus groups
plotted against examinee ability.
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The_Rasc-h-Significance Statistic

The Rasch determination of ln(a), via dR with its standard

error sR and dR with its standard error sR is

independent of analyst whim.

The Statistics necessary to determine the statistical significance

of any difference between reference and focus groups are

routinely provided by Rasch analysis. The significance of an

item bias can be determined by calculating the difference between

the Rasch item difficulty estimates for the two groups, scaled

for their standard error:

The test statistiC is

Z = (dR - dF) / 4-(2R +

or, in MH terminology,

(31)

z = ln(&) / S.E. ln(61) (32)

Note that the Rasch transformations have removed the effect of the

non-linearity shown in figure 2.

Concittion

e Mantel-Haenszel procedure is an attempt to determine

ind.trectly what Rasch analysis provides directly. The NH

procedure involves theoretical uncertainties and depends on

arbitrary decisions by the analyst who uses it.
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If one is not prepared to accept the validity of the
Rasch model for the item under examination, the implicit
assumptions of the MH procedure will not be satisfied either.
If one is prepared to accept the Rasch assumptions, however,

the Rasch model yields simpler and better statistics.
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